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C Epstein’s Simple Explanation

We are astonished at the very simple explanation, which Epstein provides in [15] for the three basic 
phenomena of the STR and which he calls his ‘myth’. Simple to construct diagrams permit one to 
represent quantitatively correctly time dilation as well as length contraction and the desynchroni-
zation of fast-moving clocks. We solve our sample problem using these diagrams and summarize 
the results of B using Epstein’s representation. 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C1   Epstein’s Myth

In 1981 Lewis C. Epstein published the book [15] “Relativity Visualized”. In this book Epstein intro-
duces a truly new and easily interpreted depiction of relativity theory. It is often referenced, but 
rarely really taken seriously. Most text books continue to exclusively use Minkowski diagrams to 
depict relativistic phenomena from the point of view of two coordinate systems in relative motion to 
each other.

Hermann Minkowski began his famous 1908 speech to the 80th Meeting of German Natural Scien-
tists and Physicians with the following words:

“The views of space and time, which I wish to lay before you, have sprung from the soil of    
experimental physics, and therein lies their strength. They are radical. Henceforth, space by 
itself and time by itself are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind of union 
of the two will preserve an independent reality. ... “    [10-152]

Minkowski continued in this lecture to develop a consistently four-dimensional viewpoint of physical 
events, by combining the three space coordinates and time into a four-dimensional vector. In so 
doing he provided the STR in a geometrical manner a much more descriptive depiction - at least for 
mathematicians. Einstein joked at first that he no longer understood the STR, since the mathemati-
cians took it up; however later it was clear to him that the new perspective provided a great step 
forward.

This is precisely the starting point of Epstein’s “myth”, on which he develops his representation. He 
says: It only seems to us that we live in a three-dimensional world, in which we make our small trips 
as a function of linear time. We actually all live in four-dimensional space-time. Our perception 
stems from the fact that we always move with the speed of light in this four-dimensional space-time 
- and that the direction in which we move, we call time, and the three others, which are perpendicu-
lar to it, we call space ! That we cannot perceive spatially the direction in which we are moving with 
the speed of light, as we do the others, is quite understandably due to Lorentz contraction. Epstein 
explains it this way:

"To understand the Special Theory of Relativity at the gut level, a good myth must be invent-
ed, and here it is.
Why can't you travel faster than light? The reason you can't go faster than the speed of 
light is that you can't go slower. There is only one speed. Everything, including you, is 
always moving at the speed of light. How can you be moving if you are at rest in a chair? 
You are moving through time."         [15-78f] 

Thus the whole phenomena of the STR result from the fact that we are not all moving in the same 
direction of four-dimensional space-time! We want to show this graphically and we will see that Ep-
stein diagrams (as they must be called) not only show the phenomena qualitatively correctly, but 
that all three basic phenomena can be quantitatively correctly read from these diagrams. For many 
problems one needs only a sheet of graph paper, a compass and a ruler; one draws the suitable 
Epstein diagram and immediately the solution can be read to two or three decimal places! 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C2   Epstein Diagrams

The dogma reads: Everybody is always and everywhere moving at the speed of light c in 4D space-
time. Everyone calls the direction in which they move their time and the directions orthogonal to it 
form their space. One second of time corresponds to 299,792,458 m (≈ 300,000 km) of space (that 
one did not notice this earlier can be explained as a consequence of this ‘disproportionateness’…).

If we want to plot this movement in 4D space-time then we have the same problem as everyone 
else who attempts to draw a four-dimensional representation. One must be happy when a three-
dimensional picture is clearly understood on a flat sheet of paper. In our case however these diffi-
culties are easily eliminated: We represent only one direction in space, the one in which the two 
reference systems move relative to each other! Anyway, nothing exciting happens in the other two 
spatial directions according to our formulas of B3!

We will always use a black coordinate system with origin A and a red one with origin B, like the one 
shown above in B3. B moves with velocity v along the x-axis of black and A moves with velocity -v 
along the x'-axis of red. A and B met at O and at that point both set their clocks to zero. In addition, 
everyone tells time with the clocks of their respective system which have been synchronized re-
spective to the master clocks of their system. A and B are each spatially at rest in their own system 
and move (in their own system) only through time. Our first attempt:

In order to avoid complications with causality we must forbid that red, which had an interaction at O 
with A, can ever influence the temporal past of black before point O. This means that the angle φ 
may not be larger than 90º. Otherwise red would be able to ignite its engine after some time, return 
to point O and arrive there at a time before the interaction between A and B, which already took 
place. We adhere emphatically to the following: 

For systems, which can interact with one another, the angle φ between the two time axes 
(that is, the directions of the journey through 4D space-time) may not be larger than 90º. 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It is important that the segments OA and OB are equal: In a given interval of time both cover the 
same distance in space-time! That is Epstein’s dogma. What is the meaning of the angle between 
the time axes? We depict the direction of the x-axis of black and mark the place, which B has 
reached in this x-direction, while black has just aged by the segment OA:

Thus OA = OB. OA is for black simply the time, which elapsed since the meeting with B at O. B has 
in this time, from the point of view of black, traversed the segment OX. This yields

since in the right triangle OXB angle φ occurs again at vertex B. We obtain B’s position in the coor-
dinate system of A simply by projecting the space-time position of B perpendicularly onto the space-
axis of A. In so doing we are being rather cavalier with our mix of units: OA, OB and OX are seg-
ments in space-time. When reducing to pure times and distances we must consider that 1 second 
of time corresponds to a distance of 1 light-second, or about 300,000 km! If we clean up the units of 
measurement in the above equation it looks as follows:

The unit-free number sin(φ) corresponds in the Epstein diagram to the ratio v to c! So far we have 
taken the point of view of black. That is unnecessary since Epstein diagrams have (unlike Min-
kowski diagrams!) the beautiful characteristic that they display symmetrical relationships symmetri-
cally. Thus, we draw the above diagram again with the addition of a space-axis for B: 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From the point of view of A: During the time OA, B traverses OX. 
From the point of view of B: During the time OB, A traverses OX’.

The two triangles OXB and OX'A are congruent. The same absolute value for the relative velocity v 
arises in both coordinate systems. Because of the selected orientation of the axes we obtain how-
ever different signs for v: For red A moves in negative x'-direction, while for black B moves in posi-
tive x-direction. Thus we are in complete agreement with the presentation in B3.

 
Perhaps you are surprised that the time axes are not indicated with t or t’ (Note: in the diagrams the 
German word 'Zeit' stands for 'time', where as 'Raum' stands for 'space'). We reveal the reason for 
this in the next section. First we want to do another small calculation, which yields a very important 
result. For acute angles φ we have 

The radical which appears in the calculation of time dilation and length contraction, has a simple 
geometrical meaning in the Epstein diagram! Spoken as black: sin(φ) projects OB on my space-
axis, cos(φ) projects OB on my time-axis. We would like to exploit that immediately. 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C3   Time Dilation in the Epstein Diagram

Thus, for black, B moves with velocity v in the direction of the positive x-axis. With the meeting at O 
both A and B set their clocks to 0000. The meeting took place at x = 0 and x' = 0. Then A and B 
moved on in space-time (with the speed of light) and somewhat later we have the following situa-
tion:

According to C2,  OA = OB = c • ∆t  and B has moved spatially for black from O to X. Thus 
OX = OB·sin(φ)= (c·∆t)·(v/c) = v·∆t . 
What is the meaning of the segment OY?  OY = OB·cos(φ) = OA·cos(φ)
If we no longer interpret OA in space-time, but rather assume the point of view of black and consid-
er OA as “the time ∆t that has passed for me since our meeting at O”, then OY represents ∆t • 
cos(φ), and that is nothing else but ∆t' (according to the statement at the end of C2). That is, it is 
the time, from the point of view of black (and also from that of red!) that has elapsed for red since 
the meeting in O! Since cos(φ) corresponds directly to the radical term which we use in the time 
dilatation calculation, black can directly read from its time-axis, how much time elapsed for every-
one since the meeting in O.

To repeat: Black projects the space-time position of everyone on its time-axis and therefore knows 
how much time elapsed for everyone since the meeting in O. Since the clocks were set to zero at 
the meeting, we have

OA = ∆t = t     and    OY = ∆t’ = t’

From its time-axis black reads t and t', obtaining the elapsed time of all clocks involved!

We can avoid the conversion using factor c, if we compare only times. The whole representation 
would be simpler and more elegant, if we would measure lengths in light seconds. c would then 
simply have the value 1 or 1 light-second per second, that is '1 light'. However there are good rea-
sons to stick to the standard system of units. 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C4   Length Contraction in the Epstein Diagram

Also the length contraction can be easily and quantitatively correctly read from the Epstein diagram. 
Consider the following diagram:

What does red say? 
The segment OC is at rest in my system and it is only getting older. It moves through time by 
OB = CD. The segment has the length OC = BD which is its proper length. Black moves in 
space-time an equivalent distance, i.e. from O to A. Purely spatially speaking it moves with  
v = - c • sin(φ) from O to F.  
Therefore less time elapses for black, only OE = OA • cos(φ) = OB • cos(φ)

What does black say?
The segment OC moves in space-time toward BD while I simply grow older by OA. Mean-
while the segment OC ages only by OJ = OB • cos(φ) = OA • cos(φ). I measure a length of 
OG = HI in the x-direction for this segment. It is OG = OC • cos(φ). Purely spatially I measure 
that a segment OG moves toward HI with speed v = c • sin(φ) .

All statements are in complete agreement with the results of B2 and B3!

In its own system each object has its proper length and moves only through time. The tilt of angle φ 
causes the lengths of fast objects to be measured as shortened ‘shadows’. In addition, the progres-
sion of the time is slowed for these fast objects. The beauty of this is that both effects are quantita-
tively correctly shown. Also: The two principles of the maximum proper time and the maximum 
proper length become evident in the Epstein diagram! 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From length contraction, as described in B3, only the direction of movement in space is affected, 
which agrees with the direction of the relative velocity. Epstein illustrates this with two diagrams [15-
91]:

1. The USA are at rest. It moves only through time: 

Copyright © 2000 Lewis C. Epstein, Relativity Visualized  

2. The USA are observed from above by a spacecraft racing from east to west. For passengers in  
the spacecraft the USA is therefore racing from west to east. The time axis of the USA tilts  
through an angle φ and the spatial projection of the USA shrinks, but only in the direction of the  
relative motion:

Copyright © 2000 Lewis C. Epstein, Relativity Visualized

Space and time actually shrink down to mere shadows (see Minkowski quote of C1), shadows of 
the movement through space-time, trapped in the speed of light! 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C5   Desynchronization in the Epstein Diagram

Clocks, which are synchronized for red, project onto the same point of the red time-axis. All red 
synchronized clocks lie on lines parallel to the red space-axis. For black, however, which reads time 
always from its black time-axis, such clocks exhibit a time difference:

Black ascertains: ∆t' • c = ∆x' • sin(φ) = ∆x' • v/c, which is, except for the sign, precisely the formula 
of B6! In addition, we can determine the sign: From the point of view of black, the leading clock of 
red at D runs behind the spatially trailing clock at C. Therefore it must mean  
∆t' • c = -∆x' • sin(φ) = -∆x' • v/c  
in perfect agreement with B6. Both red clocks are moving at the same speed, but the one in front 
(spatially) is permanently behind (temporally) the other by the same amount.

It is worth considering (and also non-trivial) how the synchronization of distant passing clocks of B6 
would look in an Epstein diagram. One must note the fact that light in each reference frame always 
moves with c and thus the quotient v/c is 1 and the angle φ is always 90º! Light moves in each ref-
erence frame only spatially, parallel to the space-axis. Thus: Photons do not age! 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C6   Our Sample Problem as Epstein Diagram

We want to present the sample problem, which we solved at the end of B6 as an Epstein diagram. 
To keep everything as simple and clear as possible we will draw two diagrams: One from the point 
of view of black with a pipe at rest and the other from ‘the red’ point of view of the particle, which 
sees the pipe racing by.

First to the angle between the two time-axes: The sine value of v/c = 0.8 need not be converted into 
an angle. We need only count the little squares on our graph paper and select 20 squares for the 
circle radius, e.g.: 16/20 = 8/10 provides the correct angle (note the green auxiliary lines).

While the particle moves in space-time from O to B, the pipe ages according to the same segment, 
that is, OA = CD. The clocks at the two tube ends are synchronized for black: O and C (later A and 
D) project on the same point of the black time-axis. Reaching point B the particle leaves the pipe. 
The units are selected as follows: 3 squares correspond spatially to a distance of 3 m and to an 
interval of 10 ns on the time-axis! Importantly: One is free to select only one of the two scales, the 
other then being fixed by the speed of light. We read: The transit lasts for black OB = OA = 50 ns, 
while only OE = 30 ns applies for red.

That is the view of black. Now we consider the point of view of red. 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For red the pipe OC moves through space-time to AD. This requires a time of OA = CD = OB = 30 
ns. Red measures the length of the pipe to be OE = FO = OC • cos(φ) = OC • 0.6 = 7.2 m. Red 
knows that the clock of black indicates 50 ns at point D. Red says nevertheless that the whole tran-
sit required the time  OG = FA = OA • cos(φ) = OB • cos(φ) = 30 ns • 0.6 = 18 ns  for black. Black 
measures 50 ns, because its rear clock (the one that moves on segment CD) exhibits a constant 
advance of EC = GD = 32 ns over the other one moving on OA. This is the desynchronization of 
black's clocks as stated by red.

Carefully compare this presentation with B6 and convince yourself that we can read all results cor-
rectly from the diagrams without the need to do any calculations!

You can easily practice using Epstein diagrams: download the program appropriate for your operat-
ing system from   www.relativity.li/en/diagrams/application/  ! 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C7   Twin Paradox as Seen By Epstein

The following story has disconcerted thinkers time and again: Twins A and B both study space trav-
el. At age 25 B sets off on a prolonged space journey with v = 12/13 • c, while A serves in the con-
trol center on earth. After 26 years earth time A is precisely 51 years old, as his brother B returns to 
earth from his journey. How old is B?

We want to ignore the short acceleration phases when starting, reversing flight direction and land-
ing and assume that B flew away for 13 years with velocity v and afterwards flew back 13 years 
with velocity -v. The radical term, cos(φ), is 5/13 for our value of v/c. Therefore, for each of the out-
bound flight and the return flight B aged only 5 years. On his return to earth he is therefore only 35 
years old, while his twin brother is celebrating his fifty-first.

“From the point of view of the space traveler is everything reversed, and thus A must be younger 
than B! Thus the whistle is blown on this swindle of relativity theory.” Heated lampoons against the 
STR are expressed thus or similarly. Actually, however, the whole arrangement is asymmetrical: 
Only A is the whole time at rest in an inertial frame, while B is exposed in different phases of his 
journey to accelerations. During the non-accelerated flight phases B actually has the impression 
that his brother A works somewhat slowly. The Epstein diagram can present the whole situation 
beautifully:

The diagram on the left corresponds to the text while the one on the right is somewhat more realis-
tic, since it considers the acceleration phases. It is important that the paths through space-time for 
both twins are equivalently long: If one straightens the red thread, then one has a length of exactly 
26 squares from O to B, and is thus the same length as OA. Since B claims a part of the space-
time segment for the spatial distance there remains less for his movement in time. It really is so 
simple!

Compare this representation of the twin paradox with others which use Minkowski diagrams, e.g. in 
[18-64] or [19-146f] ! 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C8     Summary

1. Time dilation - Relativity of time measurement - “fast clocks run slow” 

2. Length contraction - Relativity of length measurement - “fast yardsticks are shorter“ 

3. Relativity of simultaneousness - the synchronization of clocks at rest is valid only within 
their own inertial frame  

 
 

4. The formulas:    
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C9   Problems and Suggestions

1. Draw an Epstein diagram of an airplane B thundering over the head of A at 3240 km/h.

2. Solve problems 6, 7 and 11 from B7 using Epstein diagrams.

3. How fast does an Einstein train of 260 m proper length have to travel, so that it fits com-
pletely into a tunnel of proper length 240 m? In which system are we thinking, when we 
formulate the question in this way?

4. Positive pions are so fast that their radioactive half-life is quadruple in comparison to the 
value one measures of slow pions. Determine the speed of these pions a) computationally   
and  b) graphically.

5. The famous problem of the 6 m long car and the 6 m long garage, which is provided with a 
door in the front and in the back: The car races with 0.8 • c through the garage. At the be-
ginning the front door is opened and the back closed. As soon as the car is completely in 
the garage the front door closes. How long is the car completely in the garage? Which 
length does it have in the system of the garage? When, at the latest, does one have to 
open the back door?

6. Look again at problem 5, but this time from the point of view of the car, over which the 
strange garage tube is racing. How long is the tube? Why do the people in the system of 
the garage think they could for a certain time completely lock the car up?

7. 4 space stations, each at rest relative to the others, are to form a large square whose 
sides have length 1 light second. An observer X flies exactly along the diagonal AC with 
velocity  0.8 • c. 
a) What shape does the square have for X? (calculation and picture) 
b) How long does this flight from A to C last from the view of the square inhabitants?  
c) The square inhabitants know that for the duration of the flight X measures another  
    value. What is the value, and what is the reason for it from the view of the square  
    inhabitants?  
d) X actually measures the same value, however his justification for it is completely  
    different. How?  
e) The inhabitants of the square synchronized their clocks in A, B, C and D. For X however 
    only 2 of these clocks are synchronized. Which?  
f) Which desynchronization do the clocks of A and B exhibit for X?

8. Since the Big Bang (see cartoon in I2 !) about 14 billion years have past. How old is a gal-
axy today for us, which since the Big Bang has been moving away from our Milky Way 
with 0.9 • c? And when was the light sent by this galaxy, if it reaches us today? Draw an 
Epstein diagram!

9. B flies with his space scooter in a straight line past the earth A with 0.8 • c. On his high 
precision wrist-watch B ascertains 30 minutes after the earth flyby that he passes a space 
station C. At this point he sends a radiogram to the earth. C and A are at rest relative to 
each other and their clocks are synchronized. 
a) What distance do A and C have for B?  
b) What duration do the people in A and C measure for the flight of B over this distance?  
c) How many minutes after the flyby of B at A does the radiogram of B arrive at A?  
Try using an Epstein diagram! 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Einstein's 'entry ticket' to the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zürich): The Matura 
diploma of the Kantonsschule Aarau. It is often repeated that he was a weak student, but this is a 
misinterpretation: In Germany, 1 is the best mark and 6 the worst, while in Switzerland the scale 
runs from 6 for the best mark down to 1.
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